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C
HC members are discerning elites
who are known for their tastes
for travel destinations. The desire
for leisurely activities and cultural

immersion amidst the most magnificent and
luxurious of settings burns in their hearts, a
fact that CHC’s Chairman Mr. Teo Ah Khing
is well aware of. This, it comes as no surprise
that Switzerland was picked as the newest 
choice travel destination. 

But before delving straight into its bright future,
knowledge of its past is worth understanding,
because what makes this hotel extra special is 
also its history.

HISTORICAL ORIGINS

Famously known as The Alpina Hotel, its
origins date back as early as 1892 when the
first holidaymakers arrived in Tschiertschen.
With its location and alpine village views,
The Alpina Hotel soon became popular
among the locals. What started as a 40-bed
hotel was soon improved with the addition
of running water and central heating to
accommodate more guests.

From 1897 to 2012, the hotel 
ownership and management
changed hands, which brought
about more improvements to the
hotel. In 2001, the Alpina was
ran on the basis of an innovative
concept as a friends-of-nature
house. The historic hotel however,
was destined for greater heights
when it was acquired by Mr. Teo
in February 2013.
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NEW BEGINNINGS

The hotel, now to be known as the Alpina
Resort & Spa, will be the latest addition to
bespoke travel destinations of the China
Horse Club and elite world jetsetters. “The
Alpina will be a showcase of traditional Swiss
chalet blending with modern architecture,”
Says Mr. Teo, himself an architect. This
development will restore the hotel to its
former glory and bring great pride to
Tschiertschen and its residents.” 

But this change is more than cosmetic.
Acquired with an entrepreneurial foresight,
Mr. Teo sought to combine the historic
ambience of the old building of the late 1890
with contemporary comforts. It was with
this sense of purpose that the The Alpina
Estate AG, Chur, was set up. The Grisons
company Fanzun AG, certified architects
and engineers, were tasked to carefully
restore the impressive building in 2014/15 as
a historic hotel in the style of 1913.

Technological innovation will be integral to
the hotel’s transformation. The new design
will incorporate sustainable energy solutions
such as the use geothermal energy, heat
recovery and waste heat recovery from
refrigeration systems and wastewater, and
energy-efficient technology.
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Before the construction 

of The Alpina Resort 

and Spa. 

The Alpina in 1903, 

atop the highest point.
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A modern minimalist approach 

provides for a tranquil and 

relaxed setting. 
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LAVISH LIFESTYLE

Upon completion, members of the China 
Horse Club, local and international guests, 
and patrons will be treated to an unparalleled 
experience. New amenities will promote a 
lifestyle that befits patrons of thoroughbred 
racing. The redevelopment, estimated at 
a cost of CHF15.0M, will feature 68 beds 
comprising double rooms and family suites, 
a cozy bar with a fireplace, a smoker’s 
lounge, an exclusive seminar area, a romantic 
wine-tasting area and a restorative spa 
offering beauty and health treatments – all 
within an exclusive ambience. The Alpina’s 
transformation will truly be a quantum leap 
in its quality as a choice destination, from its 
humble origins as an idyllic mountain village 
resort to an aristocratic art noveau hotel in 
the alpine region.

An all-season paradise for the world’s 
exclusive and discerning travelers, The Alpina 
Resort & Spa will likewise bring the beauty 
of a Walser village with unspoiled landscape 
combining the ambience of old Swiss town 
culture and breathtaking mountain scenery 
as its backdrop. A visit to the surrounding 
village of Chur to experience the unique 
Swiss hospitality, shopping, and cuisine offers 
travelers a distinct sensorial experience that 
will surely entice them  to return to this 
fascinating place. Enthralling winter races, 
snowboarding, winter walks, skiing, ice 
skating, curling, trekking, snow horseracing, 
and golf in summer will complete the 
outdoor experience in the most exquisite of 
settings. Come winter or summer, The Alpina 
will become a hive of activity  to relax and 
indulge. 
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It therefore comes as no surprise that 
the cantonal approval for the project 
was obtained in almost record time with  
unanimous endorsement from the public. 
The redevelopment has commenced on-site, 
raising excitement and anticipation for when 
it begins  operation in December 2015.

“The community’s endorsement and 
authority’s approval speak well of the CHC’s 
core values in promoting host communities 
and sustainable development,” enthuses 
Mr. Teo. When the Alpina opens its doors 
to our CHC members, our international and 
local patrons, it will be a groundbreaking 
achievement to present local heritage, 
innovation, and leisure in an iconic hotel. We 
are honored to be part of this very exciting 
development.” ‘

’
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Enjoy skiing as 

The Alpina Resort

and Spa is nestled 

on the snowy 

mountains of 

Switzerland, 1350m 

above sea level. 
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